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Class of 44 UPAP students preparing for a shift in the medical arena of the Junior League SLC Care Fair. Students assessed height, weight, BMI’s and blood pressures for underserved families.
UPAP Class 44 students speak to undergraduates about the Physician Assistant profession during the University of Utah’s annual Plaza Fest.
Urban Indian Cultural Center

Amber Rasmussen, Christine Kayser, Mitch Nelson, Derek Omori, & Chris Yujuico at the Urban Indian Cultural Center Health Screening
Bimal Mann, Christine Kayser & Dylan Taylor with Bumble, mascot for the SLC Bees, after completing the 5k Stroke Awareness Walk.
Utah Academy of Physician Assistants Membership Drive

Brandon Pope & Jeff Hughes call UAPA members and urge them to renew. The Membership Drive resulted in over 50 new memberships!
Refugee Clothing Drive

Bimal Mann, Mitch Nelson, & Stephanie Rukasin pose outside the Al-Huda Islamic Center, which hosted the Refugee Clothing Drive.
Stoked on Socks!

Mitch Nelson [front center] poses with Class 44 by the donation bin for socks and other necessities. All donations were distributed to local homeless shelters.
Primary Care Panel

Organized during PA week, the Primary Care Panel promoted interdisciplinary discussion and featured UPAP Academic Advisor Jared Spackman [second from right].
UPAP’s Student Council organized a catered lunch & lecture during PA week for students of the health sciences. Dr. John Houchins, Chief of the Division of PA Studies for the Department of Family & Preventative Medicine, addressed the emerging role of PA’s in healthcare reform.
To finish off a successful PA week, UPAP Class 44 students speak with members of Pre-PASO about pre-requisites, CASPA, the PA profession, and more.
Ben Pipes, who has served with the Navy since 2004, collected toys to donate to the SLC Marine Corps Toys for Tots Drive for disadvantaged families. Here he poses with gifts donated in the name of UPAP Class 44.
Since 2012, the Maliheh Student Run clinic has used an interdisciplinary model to offer medical services to the medically disadvantaged in our community. From left to right, UPAP Class 43 Shaylan Zanecki, UPAP Class 44 Anna Jaramillo, and 2nd year medical student Georgia Harrison.